Transmission of bovine coronavirus and serologic responses in feedlot calves under field conditions
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Objective—To compare shedding patterns and serologic responses to bovine coronavirus (BCV) in feedlot calves shipped from a single ranch in New Mexico (NM calves) versus calves assembled from local sale barns in Arkansas (AR calves) and to evaluate the role of BCV on disease and performance.

Animals—103 feedlot calves from New Mexico and 100 from Arkansas.

Procedures—Calves were studied from before shipping to 35 days after arrival at the feedlot. Nasal swab specimens, fecal samples, and serum samples were obtained before shipping, at arrival, and periodically thereafter. Bovine coronavirus antigen and antibodies were detected by use of an ELISA.

Results—NM calves had a high geometric mean titer for BCV antibody at arrival (GMT, 1,928); only 2% shed BCV in nasal secretions and 1% in feces. In contrast, AR calves had low antibody titers against BCV at arrival (GMT, 102) and 64% shed BCV in nasal secretions and 65% in feces. Detection of BCV in nasal secretions preceded detection in feces before shipping AR calves, but at arrival, 73% of AR calves were shedding BCV in nasal secretions and feces. Bovine coronavirus infection was significantly associated with respiratory tract disease and decreased growth performance in AR calves.

Conclusions and Clinical Relevance—Replication and shedding of BCV may start in the upper respiratory tract and spread to the gastrointestinal tract. Vaccination of calves against BCV before shipping to feedlots may provide protection against BCV infection and its effects with other pathogens in the induction of respiratory tract disease. (Am J Vet Res 2006;67:1412–1420)

Bovine coronavirus is a cultivable, enveloped, single-stranded RNA virus in the Coronavirus genus within the Coronaviridae family and the Nidovirales order. It was first reported in diarrheic calves by Mebus et al.1 Bovine coronavirus is a pneumoenteric virus that causes mild or severe respiratory infections and severe lower intestinal infections with enteritis.2 This virus causes diarrhea in calves and has been associated with winter dysentery in cows.3 Infection by BCV appears to be widespread in cattle when they enter feedlots in the United States, with prevalence estimates of BCV shedding in feces or nasal secretions of calves arriving at a feedlot as high as 93% as detected by an ELISA, 96% as detected by reverse transcriptase-PCR, and 100% as detected by serologic testing.4-8 Feedlot calves become naturally infected with BCV shortly after they are assembled at order-buyer barns; virus spread is probably enhanced by stressful conditions during transport and associated crowding.4,9 The nasal route of transmission is speculated to occur in addition to the fecal-oral route.2

The role of BCV as a pathogen of the respiratory tract in calves2,10,11 and feedlot cattle is not completely defined. Several investigators have shown that BCV may be implicated in BRDC,6,8,9,14-16 with decreased growth performance in feedlot cattle; others have found no correlation between BCV shedding and respiratory tract disease under field conditions15; some have failed to reproduce respiratory tract disease after experimental inoculation of calves with BCV;6,12,13 and others have isolated this virus from healthy cattle22 or have not detected BCV shedding in all feedlot calves with respiratory tract disease.6,13,14

ABBREVIATIONS
BCV Bovine coronavirus
BRDC Bovine respiratory disease complex
NM calves Calves shipped from a single ranch in New Mexico
AR calves Calves assembled from local sale barns in Arkansas
GMT Geometric mean titer for BCV antibody
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It has been difficult to fulfill Koch's postulates in regard to BCV involvement in respiratory problems such as BRDC because of limitations of these postulates to deal with host and environmental interactions and polymicrobial infections. Nevertheless, a preponderance of evidence now suggests that this virus may be implicated in BRDC by predisposing cattle to induction of respiratory tract disease and poor health performance. If this is the case, a clear understanding of BCV epidemiologic characteristics and its role in disease causation under field conditions is necessary for development of preventive measures such as vaccination prior to shipping to control this pathogen in feedlot calves.

Currently, the transmission of BCV under field conditions and its role in respiratory tract disease in herds with variable amounts of antibodies to this virus are not well defined. Studies on shedding patterns and the relationship between the enteric and respiratory forms of this virus under field conditions and in feedlots are still needed to understand the epidemiologic characteristics of this virus. The main objective of this study was to determine BCV shedding patterns and serologic responses to BCV under field conditions in feedlot calves and the possible role of BCV in disease and on performance.

Materials and Methods

Study population—Two groups of feedlot calves from the southwestern and south-central United States were shipped to a feedlot research station in New Mexico where they were commingled and distributed in pens for a feedlot study. One group of 103 calves came from the state of New Mexico, and a second group of 100 calves came from the state of Arkansas. Calves from New Mexico originated from a ranch located about 20 miles north of the town of Clayton; these calves were predominantly Red Angus with some Hereford crossbreds. Calves were tagged and vaccinated, by use of the same vaccination protocol, as the first antibiotic of choice in case of signs of cal significance. Diarrhea and other miscellaneous illnesses were treated on an individual basis according to clinical signs.

Collection of samples—For each group of calves, paired nasal swab specimens and fecal samples were obtained prior to shipping, at arrival at the feedlot research station, and periodically after arrival. Collection times were 22 days prior to shipping for NM calves (day–22) and 3 days prior to shipping for AR calves (day–3). After commingling and distribution of calves in both groups, fecal samples and nasal swab specimens were collected on day 0 (arrival) and on days 7, 14, and 21 after arrival. Serum samples were obtained on each collection day except for day 3, with an additional collection of blood to obtain serum on day 35 after arrival. The difference in the collection day for samples prior to shipping for both groups (day–22 and day–3 for NM and AR calves, respectively) was due to the result of differences in management practices between NM and AR calves. Nasal swab specimens were collected from both nostrils by use of sterile cotton-tipped applicators and placed into plastic tubes containing 3 mL of sterile minimal essential medium. Blood was collected by jugular venipuncture, and about 2 mL of serum/calf was obtained and placed in plastic vials. Fecal samples were collected by rectal stimulation directly into 60-mL sterile plastic containers. All samples were frozen at 20°C, shipped to the Food Animal Health Research Program at The Ohio State University, placed in aliquots, and stored at 70°C until tested for BCV. Tissues with nasal swab specimens were vortexed and swab specimens removed, and the fluid was stored in microcentrifugation Eppendorf tubes at 70°C. Ten percent fecal suspensions were prepared in PBS solution (pH 7.4) and centrifuged (3,000 × g for 20 minutes), and the supernatants were aspirated and stored at 70°C. After arrival at our laboratory, sera were thawed, heat inactivated at 50°C for 30 minutes, and stored at 70°C.

Weight gains and respiratory tract disease—Calves were weighed at each sample collection time at the feedlot and were observed daily at morning feedings for signs of respiratory tract disease and other illnesses. Calves with clinical signs of depression, anorexia, nasal discharge, ocular discharge, or laboring breathing were restrained in a chute to obtain rectal temperatures. Only calves with suspected undifferentiated respiratory tract disease that had a rectal temperature of ≥40°C were treated. Affected calves were first treated with tilmicosin. For the purpose of analysis in our study, treated calves were considered to have respiratory tract disease.

ELISA for detection of BCV antigen—An indirect double-sandwich antigen-capture ELISA was used to detect BCV antigen in feces and as modified by Hasoksuz et al for detection of BCV antigen in nasal swab specimens. On the basis of results of a study done by Cho et al, the sensitivity of the ELISA used in our study for BCV antigen detection in fecal suspensions from calves was 26% higher than for BCV antigen detection in nasal swab specimens.

Briefly, 96-well plates were coated overnight at 4°C by use of a pool of 3 monoclonal antibodies directed against the S, N, and HE structural proteins of BCV or unrelated ascites fluids, then blocked for 2 hours at room temperature (approx 23°C) with 5% nonfat dried milk. Specimens were applied for 1 hour at room temperature, and a secondary antibody (guinea pig hyperimmune serum against Mebus strain of BCV) was then applied for 1 hour at room temperature. Rabbit polyclonal anti–guinea pig immunoglobulin conjugated with horseradish peroxidase was added, and the plates were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. Reactions were developed by use of 2,2-azino-bis-3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid applied for 10 minutes and then stopped with 5% SDS. The absorbance value of each well was read.
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with a computer-linked ELISA plate reader," and the readings were saved as computer files and opened on a spreadsheet program. Absorbance values for each sample were calculated by subtracting the mean absorbance of paired negative-coated wells from the mean absorbance of paired positive-coated wells. Samples with a resulting absorbance greater than the cutoff value were considered positive for BCV. The cutoff value was calculated as the mean value for absorbance of paired negative-coated wells plus 3 times the SD.

ELISA for detection of antibodies to BCV—An indirect antibody ELISA developed by Smith et al for detection of antibodies to enteric BCV was adapted to detect IgG antibodies to enteric BCV in serum samples of feedlot cattle as modified by Lathrop et al. Briefly, 96-well plates were coated with a mixture of the same 3 monoclonal antibodies as used in the antigen capture ELISA. After blocking as described for the antigen ELISA, clarified human rectal tumor-18 cell-culture supernatants from human rectal tumor-18 cells infected with the Mebus strain of BCV were added to each well in duplicate as positive rows; clarified human rectal tumor-18 cell-culture supernatants from mock-infected cells were used for negative duplicate rows and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. Serial 2-fold (range, 1:25 to >1:51200) dilutions in PBS solution (pH, 7.4) of serum samples were applied, and then plates were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. Goat antihuman IgG (heavy and light chains) conjugated to horseradish peroxidase was added, and the plates were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature. The same chromogen described for the antigen ELISA (2,2-azino-bis-3-ethyl-benzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) was applied to each well for 10 minutes. The color development was stopped by use of 5% SDS, and the plates were read with a computer-linked ELISA plate reader. Absorbance values for the samples by subtracting the mean absorbance of wells coated with mock-infected cell-culture supernatants from the mean absorbance of BCV-infected cell-culture supernatant-coated wells at each dilution for each sample. Titer values were calculated as the serum dilution at which the absorbance values were higher than the cutoff point value. The cutoff point value was calculated as described for the antigen capture ELISA.

Statistical analysis—The prevalence of BCV shedding in feces and nasal secretions on each collection day was calculated to identify and describe BCV shedding patterns. The effect of BCV shedding on weight gain was assessed by use of a multivariable ANOVA. Comparison of GMT was conducted by the Mann-Whitney U test. Associations between BCV shedding and respiratory tract disease were determined by use of the Mann-Whitney U test. Associations between BCV shedding and seroconversion, between BCV shedding and seroconversion, between BCV shedding and source of calves, and between BCV shedding and respiratory tract disease were determined by use of a multivariable logistic regression model with generalized estimating equations. Pen assignment and source where appropriate were included in multivariable models to account for potential confounding. Data were analyzed by use of a commercial computer software program. 

Some results are expressed on the basis of 102 and 100 NM calves instead of the original 103 NM calves or on the basis of 97 and 99 AR calves instead of the original 100 AR calves because some samples were unsuitable for diagnostic testing or a sample (feces, nasal swab, or blood) from an individual calf was not collected on a specific sample collection day as a result of logistic problems during the collection process. Values of \( P < 0.05 \) were considered significant.

Results

BCV shedding in feces and nasal secretions—A low percentage of NM calves, which had a high GMT (1,928) on arrival at the feedlot, shed BCV in nasal secretions (2/102; 2%) and feces (1/103; 1%) on day 3; these calves did not subsequently shed BCV during the remainder of the study (Figure 1). In contrast, a high percentage of AR calves, which had a low GMT (102) on arrival at the feedlot, shed BCV in nasal secretions (day 0, 60/100; 60%) and feces (day 0, 61/99; 62%) during the entire period (Figure 2). Shedding of BCV in nasal secretions and feces differed significantly on day 0 (arrival) between AR and NM calves. On the basis of the odds ratios, AR calves were 56 times as likely to shed BCV as NM calves during the study period.

Serologic responses—Most NM calves had a high GMT (2,541) before arrival (day –22). Seroconversion, as determined by a >4-fold increase in antibody titers against BCV, was observed in only 7 of 102 (6.9%) NM calves between day–22 (before arrival) and day 0 (arrival) and mainly in NM calves that had a low GMT (ie, ≤400) prior to shipping, indicating that they were exposed at the farm of origin. By day 35 after arrival, some NM calves seroconverted to BCV (41/100; 41%); of these, 2 (2/41; 4.9%) calves maintained a progressive 5- to 8-fold increase in antibody titers against BCV from day–22. Although the remaining NM calves that seroconverted by day 35 (39/41; 95%) had a substantial GMT (1,014) on day 0, they apparently became reexposed after arrival. The high antibody titer on day 0 in these NM calves suggests previous exposure to the virus at the farm of origin.

The AR calves had a low GMT (102) at arrival. Between days 0 and 35, most (89/99; 89.9%) AR calves seroconverted, having a high GMT (5,955) at the end of the study period (day 35). Thus, these AR calves became infected at the auction house, during transportation, or on arrival at the feedlot. Ten (10/99; 10.1%) AR calves with a high GMT (2,111) before arrival and on day 0 did not seroconvert within the 35-day test period.

![Figure 1](image-url)
The GMT at arrival was significantly (P < 0.001) different between AR calves (GMT, 102) and NM calves (GMT, 1,928). Also, the total seroconversion rate from days 0 to 35 was significantly (P < 0.001) different between AR calves (89/99; 89.9%) and NM calves (41/100; 41%). The 130 AR and NM calves in total that seroconverted between days 0 (arrival) and 35 had a GMT of 151 at arrival; in contrast, 69 AR and NM calves in total that did not seroconvert had a GMT of 1,860 at arrival. When individual calves were analyzed, some calves (n = 5) that seroconverted had a moderate GMT (3,200) on day 0, which suggests that even with a high GMT, BCV reinfections are possible, which might be influenced by the exposure dose or route or host susceptibility factors. When AR calves were analyzed independently from NM calves, a significant (P < 0.001) difference was observed in the GMT (34.7 vs 1,877.7) at arrival between AR calves that seroconverted versus AR calves that did not seroconvert by day 35, respectively. Similarly, when NM calves were analyzed independently from AR calves, a significant (P < 0.001) difference was observed in the GMT (1,042.8 vs 1,668.6) at arrival between NM calves that seroconverted versus NM calves that did not seroconvert by day 35, respectively. Accordingly, calves that seroconverted to BCV in this feedlot were more likely to have low antibody titers against BCV at arrival, regardless of their source of origin.

**Viral shedding and serologic responses**—In general, calves shedding BCV, either in feces or nasal secretions, had a significantly (P < 0.001) lower GMT on day 0 than calves that were not shedding BCV. However, because few NM calves shed BCV throughout the study (ie, in nasal secretions [2/102; 2%] or in feces [1/103; 1%]), no association could be detected.

**BCV shedding patterns**—Shedding of BCV in nasal secretions of AR calves preceded BCV shedding in feces. When AR calves that shed BCV were analyzed independently (Figures 3 and 4), 17 calves shed BCV before arrival (day – 3), of which 16 shed BCV exclusively in nasal secretions and 1 shed BCV only in feces (this calf shed BCV in feces only one other time on day 0). Among the 16 calves that shed BCV in nasal secretions on day – 3, 10 shed BCV in both feces and nasal secretions on day 0 (arrival); of these 10 calves, 8 did not shed BCV on subsequent sample collection days, 1 shed BCV only in feces on day 3, and 1 shed BCV only in feces on days 14 and 21. Of the remaining 6 calves that shed BCV in nasal secretions on day 3, 2 did not shed BCV on any subsequent sample collection day, 1 shed BCV only in feces on days 0 and 3, 1 shed BCV only in feces on days 0 and 3, and 2 shed BCV only in nasal secretions on day 0.

Of the 70 AR calves that shed BCV on day 0, 51 (72.9%) shed BCV through both routes, 9 (12.9%) shed BCV only in nasal secretions, and 10 (14.3%) shed BCV only in feces (Figures 3 and 4). At arrival, a significant (P < 0.001) association was found between BCV shedding in nasal secretions and feces in a single calf. On day 3, only 18 calves were shedding BCV, of which 17 shed BCV only in feces and 1 shed BCV in feces and nasal secretions. The calf on day 3 that shed BCV in nasal secretions on day 0 and subsequently shed BCV only in feces on day 7. Of the 17 calves that shed BCV in feces only on day 3, 1 had shed BCV only in nasal secretions on day 0, 13 had shed BCV by both routes on day 0, 1 had shed BCV only in nasal secretions on day 3 and only in feces on day 0, and 2 had shed BCV only in feces without having any previous or subsequent shedding during the selected sample collection days. Among 74 AR calves that shed BCV at some time

---

Figure 2—Percentage of AR calves that shed BCV in nasal secretions, shed BCV in feces, or had signs of respiratory tract disease as well as GMT of AR calves versus test day before and after arrival (day 0) at feedlot. See Figure 1 for key.

Figure 3—Number of AR calves that shed BCV in nasal secretions (black bar), feces (gray bar), or both (white bar) versus test day before and after arrival (day 0) at feedlot.
during the study (in nasal secretions, feces, or both), 14 had BCV shedding in nasal secretions that preceded BCV shedding in feces. Interestingly, none of these 74 AR calves had BCV shedding in feces preceding BCV shedding in nasal secretions at any of the sample collection days.

**Respiratory tract disease**—Both NM (74/103; 72%) and AR (79/100; 79%) calves were similarly affected with respiratory tract disease throughout the study period. However, the distribution of disease differed between NM and AR calves (Figures 1 and 2). Forty-nine percent (49/100) of AR calves had respiratory tract disease at arrival. The percentage of AR calves with respiratory tract disease decreased to 19% (19/100) on day 3, 9% (9/100) on day 7, and 2% (2/100) on day 14. No AR calves had signs of respiratory tract disease after day 14. In contrast, respiratory tract disease in NM calves peaked on day 7 after arrival. On day 0, 12% of NM calves had respiratory tract disease, peaking at 25% on day 7 and decreasing thereafter to 11%, 16%, and 1% on days 14, 21, and 29, respectively.

BCV shedding and antibody titers against BCV versus respiratory tract disease—A significant ($P < 0.001$) association between BCV shedding in nasal secretions and respiratory tract disease during the first 3 days after arrival was observed. Calves shedding BCV in nasal secretions were 1.5 times as likely ($P < 0.001$) to have respiratory tract disease during this period as calves that were not shedding. Viral shedding was not associated with respiratory tract disease on any other sample collection day. When NM and AR calves were analyzed independently, the association between BCV shedding in nasal secretions and respiratory tract disease was observed only for AR calves ($P < 0.001$) during the first 3 days after arrival. Few ($n = 2$) NM calves were shedding BCV in nasal secretions during the first 3 days after arrival.

Similarly, when the association between antibody titers against BCV and respiratory tract disease was studied, AR calves with respiratory tract disease during the first 3 days after arrival also had a significantly ($P < 0.001$) lower GMT than AR calves that did not have respiratory tract disease. However, when NM calves were analyzed independently, no significant ($P = 0.7$) difference was found in antibody titers against BCV at arrival between calves with respiratory tract disease and calves that did not have respiratory tract disease. A significant ($P = 0.001$) association between seroconversion on day 35 and treatment for respiratory tract disease at arrival was found when AR calves were analyzed independently. However, when the NM calves were analyzed independently, no association between seroconversion on day 35 and treatment for respiratory tract disease was found.

**BCV shedding and weight gain**—After adjusting for pen distribution, source, and treatment for respiratory tract disease, it was found that NM and AR calves shedding BCV gained, on average, 8 kg less ($P = 0.025$) than calves that were not shedding BCV. When AR and NM calves were analyzed separately, AR calves had a significant association between BCV shedding and low weight gain, whereby AR calves that shed BCV in nasal secretions, feces, or both gained 8.8 kg less than calves not shedding BCV ($P = 0.04$). A similar finding was observed in NM calves where calves that were shedding BCV also had lower weight gains (14.7 kg), but this difference was not significant ($P = 0.12$).

**Discussion**

To our knowledge, BCV transmission dynamics under field conditions and their role in respiratory tract disease in herds with variable amounts of antibodies to this virus are not well defined. Further studies of BCV shedding patterns and the association between enteric and respiratory forms of this virus under field conditions and in feedlots are required to understand the epidemiologic characteristics of this virus. The main objective of our study was to determine shedding patterns and serologic responses to BCV under field conditions in feedlot calves and the possible role of this virus on disease and growth performance.

Most of the NM calves had a high GMT (1,928) against BCV at arrival to the feedlot. On the basis of the age (6 to 7 months) of NM calves during which maternal antibodies to BCV will have declined and the fact that these calves were not vaccinated against BCV, the high antibody titers against BCV in this group presumably correspond to previous infection at the farm of origin. Only a low number of NM calves shed BCV in nasal secretions and feces. In contrast, AR calves had a low GMT (102) at arrival to the feedlot and had high BCV shedding rates (in nasal secretions and feces) throughout our study as well as high seroconversion rates. Shedding of BCV between the 2 groups differed significantly, and AR calves shed BCV at a higher rate than NM calves. It is important to note that AR calves not only differed from NM calves in the lower GMT against BCV at arrival but also that AR calves had a different exposure histories and stressors (such as commingling in a sale barn and longer transport to the feedyard) than NM calves.
Results of our study indicate that under field conditions, a serum GMT of $>1,860$ was associated with low seroconversion rates, and calves with a serum GMT of $1,928$ had a low incidence of BCV shedding. Taken together, these findings indicate that calves with a high GMT are less likely to become infected with BCV. In 1 study, with other pathogens of BRDC. Further supporting evidence from BCV infection and its direct or combined effects on clinical disease indicates that the route of inoculation of BCV influences the outcome of a pathogen is crucial when designing preventive measures.

Shedding of BCV in nasal secretions of AR calves preceded BCV shedding in feces, with peak BCV shedding in nasal secretions at 3 days before arrival and in feces at 3 days after arrival. Results of 1 study indicate that the route of inoculation of BCV influences the sequence of initial detection of coronavirus antigen from feces or nasal swab specimens. In that study, when BCV was inoculated via the intranasal route, virus was detected initially by immunofluorescence of nasal epithelial cells in the upper respiratory tract of most calves and later by immune electron microscopy of fecal filtrates. In contrast, if calves were orally inoculated, the BCV shedding was first detected in feces and later in the nasal swab specimens of most calves. Findings in our study indicate that the fecal-oral and nasal transmission for this virus may be important. Other investigators have also suggested that nasal and fecal-oral transmission of BCV may be important under field conditions.

A possible explanation for the fact that we detected virus initially in the respiratory tract and later in feces is that under field conditions, the replication and shedding of BCV by feedlot cattle was initiated through the respiratory route (BCV shedding in nasal secretions) and then spread to the gastrointestinal tract with subsequent BCV shedding in feces. This pattern of shedding has not been reported previously for BCV under field conditions in feedlot cattle but has been reported in laboratory studies of BCV shedding by dairy cattle and supports the hypothesis of this virus being a pneumoenteric agent as previously proposed. Previous feedlot studies of BCV have not clearly shown this pattern of shedding as was observed in our study. A possible reason is the experimental design used in these studies, where samples were collected from calves only after their arrival to the feedlot and not before arrival, which likely missed the initial replication period of the virus.

A possible explanation for this pattern of shedding, as previously proposed, is that after initial replication in the nasal passages and later in the gastrointestinal tract through the swallowing of large quantities of virus. It is likely that this initial respiratory amplification of BCV allows larger amounts of this enveloped and unstable but infectious virus to transit to the gastrointestinal tract after swallowing. This pattern of replication and spread may be unique for BCV among other animal enteric and respiratory viruses. Understanding the biological characteristics and transmission of a pathogen is crucial when designing preventive measures.

On day 0, of the total AR calves shedding BCV, 73% (31/70) were concurrently shedding BCV in nasal secretions and feces. On this day, a significant ($P < 0.001$) association between BCV shedding in nasal secretions and feces was detected, indicating a strong relationship between these 2 events. Similar findings have been shown, where a 91% agreement between BCV shedding through the respiratory tract and the gastrointestinal tract in the same animal was found. In a field study of an outbreak of diarrhea in calves, a significant association between the simultaneous detection of coronavirus in feces and nasal swab specimens in calves with diarrhea was also found. During the last 2 decades, there have been questions in regard to the relationship between BCV isolated from the enteric and respiratory tracts and whether respiratory and enteric BCV strains are the same virus or are distinct in biological, antigenic, and genetic properties. The pattern of shedding of BCV observed in our study and the fact that a high proportion of calves (73%)
shed the virus in nasal secretions and feces at arrival (day 0), with a high degree of association between nasal and BCV shedding in feces, suggest that enteric and respiratory BCV may be the same virus detected at different stages of its infectious life cycle in the host. Several previous findings,13,16,17,30-31 also support this hypothesis, whereby no major differences between respiratory and enteric BCV isolates were found at the antigenic, biological, or sequence level (point mutations), which indicates that most isolates may be the same or similar. However, because BCV, like other RNA viruses, represents a quasispecies,13,31 it is possible that some viruses within the quasispecies are more suited for replication in the respiratory tract, whereas others replicate more efficiently in the intestine. A similar suggestion was proposed for the minor genetic differences observed in respiratory versus enteric isolates of the porcine respiratory coronavirus.13

Bovine respiratory tract disease in feedlot calves is more prevalent during the first weeks after arrival at feedlots.37-38 This overlaps with a high prevalence of respiratory viral infections that include viruses such as infectious bovine rhinotracheitis virus, bovine respiratory syncytial virus, bovine viral diarrhea virus, bovine parainfluenza-3, and BCV and bacteria such as M haemolytica and P multocida during the first weeks after arrival to feedlots.37,38,13,30-31 Because of this overlap and the fact that BCV has been isolated from a high proportion of calves with respiratory tract disease in some studies,4,5 it was proposed that BCV could play a role as a causative agent in BRDC.10 During the last 10 years, there have been a growing number of reports that collectively provided epidemiologic evidence to suggest that BCV may be part of this complex of entities that result in respiratory tract disease in feedlot cattle.4,4,11,18

In our study, calves shedding BCV appeared to be at greater risk of receiving treatments against respiratory tract disease than calves that were not shedding during the first 3 days after arrival (odds ratio, 1.5). However, when a within-group analysis was performed to determine this association, it was observed that such risk was not the same for both groups. In AR calves, we detected an association between BCV shedding in nasal secretions and respiratory tract disease during the first 3 days after arrival, but in the NM calves, no association could be established because the low number of calves that were shedding BCV did not allow statistical analysis among such variables.

Other researchers have shown a similar association between BCV shedding in nasal secretions and treatments for respiratory tract disease3 as was observed in AR calves. In that study, intranasal vaccination of calves against BCV on entry to a feedlot was protective against BRDC and BCV shedding in nasal secretions increased the risk of treatment for respiratory tract disease. Additionally, in a study by Lathrop et al.,14 calves shedding this virus were 1.6 times as likely to have respiratory tract disease and 2.2 times as likely to have pulmonary lesions at slaughter as calves that did not shed BCV. Similarly, in a study by Hasoksuz et al.,3 calves shedding BCV in nasal secretions were 2.7 times as likely to have respiratory tract disease as calves that were not shedding; however, in this latter study and also in another,1 the use of a smaller number of calves resulted in failure to detect an association between clinical signs of respiratory tract disease and BCV shedding or seroconversion.3,5

For AR calves with respiratory tract disease on day 0, a significantly lower GMT was found, compared with AR calves that did not have respiratory tract disease. This finding is in agreement with the results of several other investigations of young calves and feedlot cattle, whereby BCV-seropositive cattle or those with higher antibody titers against BCV at arrival had higher protection rates against respiratory tract disease.7,8,10,13,16,31 However, this protective effect against respiratory tract disease was not observed for NM calves. Because both groups of calves had approximately the same percentage of calves with respiratory tract disease during the entire study period, it can be inferred that BCV is not the only contributing factor in the induction of respiratory tract disease. Therefore, the increase in respiratory tract disease among the NM calves after arrival suggests that other viral, viral-bacterial, or bacterial causes also played a role, as documented in previous studies.37,39,40,41

During the first 35 days after arrival, BCV infection was significantly associated with decreased growth performance in the feedlot calves examined in our study, results that are consistent with those of previous researchers4,5 that suggest that BCV may have an impact on the health status of a herd. Similarly, high antibody titers against BCV were associated with increased weight gains in other studies.7,31 In our study, after adjusting for pen distribution, source, and BCV shedding, respiratory tract disease was also significantly associated with decreased growth performance. Calves treated for respiratory tract disease gained 6 kg less, on average, than calves that were not treated. This is consistent with previous research findings that indicate that respiratory tract disease in feedlot cattle has an effect on weight gain.7,34,9 However, in other studies, no association was found between BCV antibody titers against BCV at arrival and improved weight gains35 or between BCV shedding and decreased growth,16 and no effect of respiratory tract disease on weight gain was found.4

The correlation between the detection of an agent and a disease process is not definitive proof of a causal role. Results of our study, in addition to those of several other reports,4,16,17,31 indicate that BCV infection might be a risk factor for poor health and low performance in feedlot calves. However, from our data, it is not possible to discern whether the viral infection was the direct cause of poor health and low performance or whether other underlying variables were the true cause and BCV shedding was a secondary effect.

In conclusion, calves arriving at the feedlot with low antibody titers against BCV were significantly more susceptible to BCV infection than calves with high antibody titers against BCV. Under field conditions, a GMT of ≥ 1,860 was adequate to decrease the likelihood of BCV infection in most of the calves in the herd. Therefore, vaccinating calves with an effective BCV vaccine at least 3 weeks prior to shipping to feed-
lots to induce a similar GMT might provide protection against BCV infection and its direct or combined effects with other pathogens on health performance. Results of our study also indicate that under field conditions, BCV is first detectable in the nasal secretions and later in fecal samples; a possible explanation for this is that replication of this virus may be initiated via the upper respiratory tract, through the nasal passages, and then spread to the gastrointestinal tract. In addition, a significant association between BCV infection, decreased growth performance, and respiratory tract disease was observed in our study, at least short term. This finding further supports the idea that BCV may have a negative effect on the health status of feedlot calves, which, together with previous reports of low growth performance and respiratory tract disease associated with BCV in calves and feedlot cattle, may warrant vaccination in this age group.
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